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Ether in the Operating Room Robbed
of Its Greatest Terrors by the.
Method of Producing Insensibility-
Used for Half Century in Dentistry

ONE of the graves! questions con-
fronting surgeons and nurses in pre-
paring a patient for any major surgi-

cal operation, in fact for any operation requir-

ing more than local anaesthesia, has always
been:

"How will he or she withstand the ether?"
]Dread of being put under ether, many phy-

sicians assert, is so strong and so uncontrolla-
ble that in thousands of patients it materially
reduces the chances of recovery.

The immediate results of the administration

of ether often cause great anxiety, the shock
"being very severe. Many patients, after being
resuscitated, are haunted by the sufferings
they have endured. The awful suffocation, the

'dreadful uncertainty, as the patient sinks slow-
ly and painfully into unconsciousness, that he

is going down into a valley of shadows never

to emerge, and finally a deadly nausea, lasting

for several days, make the .memory of ether a

(Iream of horror.

For years experiments have been made in

countless laboratories for the discovery of
some new and less distressing anaesthetic.

At last it has been found. Nitrous oxide is

robbing ether of its greatest terrors.

The patient to whom this anaesthetic is
administered does not toss about; he does not

go through the agony of suffocation; he simply
sinks into a peaceful slumber, to awaken when
the operation is over without nausea or even
a headache. Nausea, in fact, was the most

alarming result of giving ether, for by his

retching the patient frequently reopened his

wounds.
What may "nitrous oxide 7' be? Nothing

more or less than good, old-fashioned laugh-
ing gas, an anaesthetic employed for fifty
years in simple dentistry, but never until very
recently put to practical use in medical
surgery.

NO
ONID until recently ever thought of taking

"laughing gas" seriously. The very name of itj?ut
a sort of stigma upon it. As a matter of fact, it

docs not really produce laughter. Some patients,

Upon being resuscitated after its use, go through the mus-
cular motions of laughter for a few seconds before fully

regaining consciousness, and from that fact nitrous oxide
derived the name by which it is commonly known.

In Philadelphia the initial experiments with nitrous
oxide c* an anaesthetic in surgery were made during tho
winter of 1901, when Dr. Cryer, professor of dental surgery

at tho University of Pennsylvania, was invited to demon-
strate the administration of nitrous oxide and oxygen
before tho clinic of Dr. White, professor of surgery at
the same Institution. The use of nitrous oxide as an In-
dependent anaesthotlo was thought of then only a» a
preliminary to tho administration of ether.

At that time It was also deemed necessary to admin-
ister a considerable quantity of oxygen or to introduce a

little atmospheric air to pre-

vent asphyxiation. For this

purpose oxygen is superior

to atmospheric air only be-
cause of its greater purity.

Indeed, air may be used with
happy results when oxygen
ie not obtainable, or when
expense is considered.

At Dr. White's clinic
Parkhill'a snlints were to be
applied to the forearm of a

.
man. When, after a fracture, a bone falls to knit
splints must be Introduced under the flesh and screws run
through the bone, a most painful operation, requiring
anaesthesia of some duration.

This trial failed completely, for the reason that the
patient showed cyanosis; that Is to say, he turned blue
In the face when the gas was administered. Dr. Cryer
hastily administered oxygen, and the man regained con-
sciousness. It seemed impossible to keep the patient
under the gas long enough to etherize him without suffo-
cation, so ether was finally given in the usual way.

Twice again this winter an endeavor was made to
use laughing gas at other clinics, and though some slight
advance was made the experiments were hardly con-
sidered successful, though at the third trial, the lancing
of an abscess requiring only live minutes, the operation
was completed without the use of ether.

These clinics aroused widespread interest, and all
were crowded with surgeons and students eagerly watch-
Ing tho outcome. To many the results attained did not
seem hopeful or important enough to furnish even food
for thought.

Through each clinic, however, one young man, with
the lean, grave face and high brow of a student, followed
the work of the anaesthetizer with keen, dark eyes. On
the very first day he penetrated to the root of the trouble.

He was Dr. B. P. Roller, of 5202 Haverford avenue,
Philadelphia, now chief of clinic to Dr. Barton Cook
Hirst, dean at the Howard Hospital, and professor of
the diseases of women at the University of Pennsylvania.

Dr. Roller was convinced that the failure of nitrous
oxide was due to the timidityof the anaesthetizer—that
too much oxygen had been given.

q\HE FIRST EFFORT TO USE
A THE NEW COMBINATION

44T PELT sure," said Dr. Roller, "that If more nitroua
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 oxide and less oxygen had been used the patient

could have been kept under the influence without danger.
Dr. Cryer was timid, or rather overcautious, because of
the appearance of oyanosis, which, after the administra-
tion of ether, ie a very alarming symptom.

"I believe, however, that cyanosis produced by nitrous
oxide is a very different matter, and that it results merely
from the chemical combination of the oxide with >.he
hemoglobin (coloring matter in the blood). Ether cyanosis
results from depression of the heart.

"Nitrous oxide, I find, will produce profound anaes-
thesia m from thirty to forty-five seconds-. Ether does
not take effect under fifteen minutes-even longer time
is required tn some cases.

"Furthermore, nitrous oxide- Is not unpleasant to the
patient in any way. There is a little sweetish taste to
it. but that is not disagreeable. It acts so quickly that
there Is no struggle.

"The patient -will come from under the Influence of
nitrous oxide ana ether in from five to ten minutes. From
ether alone a much longer time for recovery is necessary
—half an hour at least So you can easily see how val-
uable it is."

When Dr. Hirst finally decided to use the new anaes-
thetic in a major operation, Dr. Roller was the an-
aesthetizer who aided him. In fact, the technique employed,
it is said, was>«volved entirely by Dr. Roller. His method
is very simple. Pure nitrous oxide is administered to the
patient by means of an inhaler attached to a large tube
which runs down first Into a rubber bag, and finally into
a tank containing the gas. The rubber bag receives the
gas first so as to regulate the pressure, which otherwise
would suffocate the patient. Nitrous oxide is admin-
istered for from thirty to forty-five Mtonds, until pro-

THE OLD-

Pictures Illustrating the Con-
trast 'Between the Old and the
New Way of Preparing Patient
Jor the Operating Table

found anaesthesia is pro-

duced. When the operation

Is of very great length, ether

Is then forced in by means of

the simplest and best of all

Inhalers, several thicknesses
of clean, sterilized gauze.

Before undertaking to administer nitrous oxide, Dr.
Holler spent all his spare time in making an exhaustive

Btudy of the relative values of all known anaesthetics. To

do this he visited every medical library he could find and
attended many dental clinics. At the latter he was enabled
to make close investigation into the use of laughing gas, •
himself acting as anaesthetizer on many occasions.

He verified In every instance the opinion he had first
formed that nitrous oxide could safely be administered in
large quantities, and that the old-time method of anaes-

. thetization by ether was often fatal unnecessarily, for the
reason that it was pushed too far.

In administering ether drop by drop, he came to believe
the agony of the patient was prolonged without reason.
Indeed, it was continued In Instances untii the respiratory
organs exhibited signs of paralysis.

There are five distinct stages of anaesthesia: Uncon-
sciousness, paralysis of the voluntary muscles, affection
of the pupillary reflexes (paralysis of the circular and
radiating muscles of the eyes), depression of the respira-

THIS WAE between Japan and Russia has
brought to the fore again many interest-
ing tales about the Czar's secret service
system—the most elaborate and successfulever devised. On the secret payrolls are women,

thousands of them, and they are scattered through-
out all the capitals of Europe.

The Russian government has found that its
women spies are cleverer than men, and the Czar'sfemale representatives are rarely suspected of being
what they are.

These women-are close-mouthed, yet very brilliant
and charming—in fact, Russian women are famous
for their fascinating qualities. They win men eas-
ilyand lead them on by the subtlest ways.

IT JT ADAME SITZKI Is on© of the most celebrated of

j\/| these spie». She 1b perhaps most higrhfy prized

** of any* of the Russian government women spies,

because of her persistence, daring, wit and re-
! sourcefulness.

Since the outbreak of the war, Madame Sitzki has
done her neatest piece of work, according to the court
gossips of St. Petersburg. It pitted her wits against

those of a certain "Mile. Gervais," of Paris, who, her
intuition told her, was in Moscow for no other purpose

; than to gain advance information about the transporta-

tion of Russian troops to Manchuria.
Mite. Gervais, a charming and accomplished Parisi-

enne, chaperoned by an aristocrattc-lookmg "aunt," and
carrying tae most excellent letters of- introduction, was

; making herself especially charming to the general and
! the colonel of one of the regiments whtoh Mme. Sitzki
| knew would be first to Btart for the Orient.
! At a ball given by an taDOrtant representative of the
French government, which Mmc, Sitzki was careful to
attend, Mile. Gervais was observed to Baye centred all her
batteries upon the igeneraL The quite evident Jealousy

> s>t fßflpoor colonel made that fact all the more apparent.
; Kme. Sitzki concluded that the general was In dire
.need of reinforcements of his own nationality. So she
hove^d near while the flirtation progressed up to the
point where the general took the fair Parisienne In to
cupper, -where he amused himself changing glasses With
her after each sip or two.
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lsßGb&t Unpleasant
Anaesthetic

Tory organs, and, finally, depression of the heart. In the
last two stages the life of the patient hangs upon a very
small thread. The common test In determining the extent
of the anaesthesia was to put a finger in the patient's eye.

01-ten this was done none too gently, and the patient
frequently suffered from sorq eyes during convalescence.
If, after this delicate test, no movement of the muscles
of the eye could be noted, anae*chesia was considered
sufficiently profound.

By his researches Dr. Roller became convinced that
anaesthesia should seldom extend beyond the third stage.
In fact, in administering nitrous oxide he never permits

the anaesthesia to progress more than half way into the
third stage. Thus all affection of the heart and respiratory
apparatus Is avoided and practically all danger eliminated.

Dr. Roller has used laughing gas upon patients suffer-
ing with all forms of heart disease, and has never yet
found them to suffer from it in any way.

In many operations requiring not more than twenty or
twenty-five minutes it was finally found that ether is
not necessary at all.

The latter is still used by Dr. Hirst, however, in the
more lengthy operations, but generally after laughing gas
has first reduced the patient to unconsciousness. In this
way the unpleasant consequences of ether are entirely

obviated. Furthermore, no means have as ye* been found
through nitrous oxide alone to induce a complete relaxa-

HOW WOMEN OF HIGH DEGREE FIGURE
IN THE CZAR'S SECRET SERVICE SYSTEM

Ty ROBABLY Mme. Sltzkl was the only one present who
\u25a0t noticed that it was the Parisienne, not the general,

who began this bit of coquetry; everyone saw that It
charmed the bluff soldier.

Vainly Mme. Sitzkl endeavored to see in th9perform-
ance some ulterior motive on the part of Mllo. Gervais.
She watched for some indication that the suspected agent
of the Mikado was preparing to drop an opiate into the
general's glass, with a view to picking his pockets when
his senses became less alert, but was disappointed when,
supper over, her sharp, eyes had detected no such move.

After supper the Parisienne stuck closer than ever to

the general. Ho seemed uneasy and talked of leaving.

Mme. Sitzki heard him say to Mile. Gervals:
"Inever felt so strangely In my life. 1 wonder M It

was the cavair7"
"It Is nossiftle fo* a Russian to overindulge In the

national delicacy 1" laughed the Frenchwoman. "Come
to the window, where the air Is fresher."

The general obeyed, and while he stood by the win-
dow, leaning on Mile. Gervais' arm, Mme. Sitzki saw him
sway and half fall upon a divan.

He was conducted to an anteroom, where Mile. Ger-
vals insisted on attending him with her smelling salts.
Mme. Sitzki found It impolite to enter this room, but the
moment the general had recovered sufficiently to order
his carriage, and Mile. Gervais hurried to a dressing room
for he* own wraps, she followed her thither.

Suddenly Mme. Sitzki exclaimed:
"Oh, I've lost my. ruby chatelainel"

44/^iOM-B," she said, "we willbe as frank as gentlemen
l often are in the card room when one of them

misses his diamond match case. We will submit to be
searched."

Mme. Sitzki saw a sudden pallor show through the
rouge on the Parteienne's cheeks. Merrily the search went
on, beginning with the Princess. It was very thorough.

Mile. Gervala did not dare make any ohjeotion. But as
her own turn came she made a basfy movement at tha
necl#-of her corsage and then advanced* laughing, toward
the searchers.

Mpie. Sitski's quick eye saw on the floor where she
had bean standing an official-looking envelope. Instantly

she forgot about her "ruby chatelaine," and, with an

tlon of the voluntary abdominal muscles. So when \u2666*«<#
Is necessary a small percentage of ether, which does pro-
duce complete relaxation, is administered.

In the simpler operations pure oxide is given for two
or three minutes, as the case requires, and then two p«*
cent, of oxygen or air is mixed with it to prevent
asphyxiation. So light is the action of nitrous oxide that
the patient will regain complete 'consciousness If pei^

mltted to Inhale even five per cent, of air.
The machine used in operations requiring this length

of time is therefore, strangely enough, more complicated
than th© one required for mixing nitrous oxide and ether.
It has two supply tanks filled with nitrous oxide, and a
third to hold the oxygen. To the thumb screw of the
oxygen tank a delicate Indicator is attaches, registering

the amount of oxygen the anaesthetizer is admitting to
the minutest quantity. The amount of oxygen accompany-
ing the nitrous oxide is thus regulated very easily.

More than twelve hundred operations have been per-

formed In Philadelphia alone through the aid of laughing

gas, and so far as the anaesthetization was concerned all
of them were successful. ' '

Patients operated upon under the new method are d«-<
lighted with the results. Being reassured by the reports

of the sufferers who preceded them, they do not dread
the effects of anaesthesia and so are not nearly ao nerv-
ous as would otherwise be the case. This goes very fax
toward assuring success in the operation itself.

exclamation of wonder, darted across the room and picked

up the envelope.
It was addressed to the general, and bore a mark

which assured the spy that it contained papers from the
Czar's own hand.

"Oh, Mile. Gervals," she said, "General X will
never forgive you. You have dropped the papers be In-
trusted to you."

"Papers?" she laughed. _ "Surely General X——- would
" be the last "person" in the world 'in these ' days to entrust ':

\u25a0 military secrets to any one, even to a Russian. ': And I am:
only a very humble ally from ;France." ..;•.-- '..- --''-

"Very well," said-Miner Sitzkl, "I will see that th«; .
- general gets his papers- at once." And, as she was leaving

,:.
t
the ;room;" the Princess said: -.-...

"Mile. Gervais, I'm 30 sorry ' you are leaving Russia."
"Thank you, Princess," said, the Parlsienne, coolly, A

"but.I have lingered too. long already."

"Tou leave by the first train?" j^ ;'O'."^ [;
-::; "Yes, Princess." And she did. .:;.

Another episode, which illustrates r Madame Sitzkl'* '
faculty for making herself equal to an emergency hap-
pened in Paris thi>ee 1 years ago. \u25a0 '\u25a0'-..';'. :"-

*•' ' '

;L-rV:, St Petersburg authorities had received Informa-
tion that; a Nihilist plot against the Czar's life'was' to be

>:consummated isomewhere along the; line :of the : railroad :
..'• during * a projected trip"of' the Czar. 'vil^fi". '^-

,;;' -^" : .\u25a0The men of tha Russian Secret Police had everything'
except the : details of, where the attempted: assassination 5 r

\ was .to take place and the \u25a0 name of the selected Nihilist. \u25a0"
.;.Every possible \u25a0 means had • been exhausted ;to acquire the '\u25a0'
[' needed ; Information, but :it had been

v
found ;Impossible r to.gain (he confidence of too cbtef fJihlHst conspirator.

.'•:--v7 /??^5y»: In despair, the St Petersburg Chief }of-!the
: Secret Service telegraphed Mme. SiUkt, who was then In

'-' Monte :\u25a0\u25a0 Carlo, Ito-; go to{Parts at once and icultivate J the ".
_-:; acquaintance of the Count This jman was an exile

from Russia, ,- and 1!the poUco agents iknew his 'was tbm ~~~master mtaCl iof tbe Nihilist colony. ' •:v "' . i^pt-f^'%:
<\u25a0=' :f \u25a0"> Mme. Sitzklilost no time In making I the acquaintance |

\u25a0S of the Count M., and ."soon• prided: herself with a key to
his apartments, keeping herself thorooghly posted on hi*
movements. She was able to discover and inform the

yi police agents oi the name and hiding place of ! the Nihilist ; 5~
Iflwho had been f selected ;to wreck tbe.Czar's train. ;::- -: -7U\u25a0' •

/T *^5-fftVl A- —•'^^^ *̂>S(C?/fe/? •\u25a0'"••-^%^Esf-/f^ -"


